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We are global accelerators
for people with purpose

specialising in the emotional space.



When I was running 
a London advertising 
and marketing 
agency, I gradually 
realized I was doing 
my best thinking 
here.



For the last ten years we have been working globally with a HQ at

the Loch Ness Centre for Creative Thinking.



graphs

Most of our heritage has 
been with non-profits but 
we are increasingly working 
with private and public 
sectors.



Emotional resistance



Delivering appropriate customer and stakeholder value with the minimum of resources.

Most emotional resistance comes from
overly focussing on this:

Fear of change
Fear of redundancy
Fear of re-purposing

Fear of over-work
Fear of criticism

Etc ….



Delivering appropriate customer and stakeholder value with the minimum of resources.

Most emotional resistance comes from
overly focussing on this.

We can seek to overcome it by:

Reassurance
Statistics and evidence

Logical arguments

But doing this is hard work and often just reinforces 
existing anxieties.



Delivering appropriate customer and stakeholder value with the minimum of resources.

Most emotional resistance comes from
overly focussing on this.

Our hypothesis and experience is that
this emotional resistance can be 

overcome by …

… hugely increasing the emotional positive here.



Mission?

The zeitgeisty word for mission is

Purpose



The key emotional driver

(overcome negative emotion
with positive emotion)



A good purpose is
Fast

Simple

Active

Ambitious

Inspiring

Emotional

Problem and solution

Not passive

Not descriptive

Not reassuring

Not logical

Unifying and emotional



A good purpose is 
created from

Unique problem

Unique solution

Stories





For every one of Scotland’s most 
unfortunate families …

… the final breath of their dying 
child should be as precious and 
memorable as the first.













It needs to be a 
purpose with precision.

Customer Staff Social



Customer Staff Social
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Purpose with precision:

To be market leader with an electric engine

that is even louder, smellier, throbbier and geekier than a V8.



Every department,
product or service

can have a
Purpose with Precision.





Two case studies











Delivering appropriate customer and stakeholder value with the minimum of resources.



To be market leader with an electric engine

The RNLI does three things:

Save lives Build boats Raise money



To be market leader with an electric engine

The RNLI does three things:

Save lives Build boats Raise money

The customers 

are water users

The customers 

are crew

The customers 

are donors

They forgot to add value
for these customers



To be market leader with an electric engine

Raise moneyThis led to internal fear, conflict

and over-rationalisation:

‘Our vision is to reduce the propensity of 
preventable drownings by 50% over a ten year 
strategic horizon.’

The customers 

are donors

They forgot to add value
for these customers



To be market leader with an electric engine

What donors wanted turned out to be what everyone wanted:



RNLI Example









This is our watch 

We have a responsibility  to those who have gone before us. 

We have a responsibility to all those who follow.

But today is our watch and its our responsibility

To save every one  
And we can’t do it without you.





Selling it in



We are about to do something very important.

It’s going to be really hard.

But it will feel great afterwards.









Everything flows from a

Purpose with Precision.
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